
James: here Mommy, here’s the iPhone! (hands phone to Mommy)  Wait! Its out of 
energy!  Here, let me take it to the charging place.

Here’s the iPad Mommy. Wait! Its out of energy too!  Look all the machines are broken.  
What happened?

Mommy: I don’t know!

James:  I know!  It was a monster... his name is..... The Brokener!

Mommy: *Gasp*!

James: Mommy!  Its time to transform.

Mommy: (Does superhero pose)

James: (whispers) Now say your super power.

Mommy:  SuperMommy! With the power of...

James: The power of PRETTY!!!

Mommy: (laughs) 

James: (whispers) you need to say it.

Mommy: SuperMommy with the power of pretty! (giggles)

James: AND SuperJames with the power of SILLY!!!!

All right SuperReaders. How do we find The Brokener?  Say “Map”.

Mommy: MAP! (sings The Map Song) “I’m the map I’m the map I’m the map I’m the 
map, IM THE MAAAAAAP!” 

James: (pretending to be the map) I know, to find The Brokener, first we have to go to 
The Super Creepy Forest with Monsters, then  The Potty Train, then.... Angry Birds 
Forest!  Thats where we’ll find The Brokener. Tell SuperMommy you have to go to Angry 
Bird Forest!

Where do we need to go?

Mommy: Angry Bird Forest!  But first we have to go to The Super Creepy Forest.

James: Lets go. (steps on a tile square)  Wait! we’re here already! *Gasps* 



Mommy: We’re here at The Super Creepy Forest.  Now how do we get through?

James: We walk. (tries to take a step) Look out!!! SNAKES! 

Mommy: Yikes!!! (pauses for drama) “Ch-ch-ch-ch” Do you here that? Keep a look out 
for Swiper The Fox.  When you see Swiper, say “Swiper!”

“CH-ch-ch-ch!”   There he is! 

Together: Swiper, no swiping! Swiper, no swiping! Swiper, no...

James: (pretending to be Swiper) You’re tooooo late! (laughs)

(himself again) Oh no! My bathing suit!

Mommy: (giggles)  How do we get through the forest to get your bathing suit back?

James: We got through it already.

Mommy: Oh... Now where do we go?  The Potty Train!

James: (steps on the next tile square, moving all of 12 inches) We made it.

Mommy: Now what do we do?

James: (spinning)  I’m in the toilet!  HEEEEEELP!

Mommy: (pulls James out of toilet) Now what?

James: Ewwwww! I’m all yucky!

Mommy: Take a shower!

(James takes a shower)

Now lets go to Angry Bird Forest!

James: (step on the next tile square) We made it!

Mommy: We have to get your bathing suit back.  How are we going to do that?

James: We need to use our Super Senses!

Mommy: I’ll use my Super Smell.  There!  I smell pool water that way.

James: Yuck!



Mommy: Look! There’s Swiper!

Together: Swiper, no swiping! Swiper, no swiping! Swiper, no swiping!

James: (pretending to be Swiper) Oh, Maaaaaan! 

Mommy: We got your bathing suit back!

Now we’re at Angry Bird Forest, what do we do next.  (by now i’ve completely forgotten 
why we’re here)

James: Look!!! THE BROKENER.....

Mommy: (oh yeah...isnt he supposed to have the short attention span???) *Gasps*

James: What do we do now?

Mommy: Maybe we can use The Power of Read to change the story.

James:  Use The Power of Pretty!!!!

Mommy: (Laughing hard) Okay... ummmm.  Listen, Brokener!  It’s not nice to break 
people’s machines.  When you don’t do nice things, you are not pretty on the inside.  If 
you want to be pretty on the inside you need to stop breaking things.

He says that he cant change because in the story it says that he is The Brokener and 
he supposed to breaks things.

Maybe if you use The Power of Silly and The Power of Read we can change the story 
so The Brokener stops breaking things.

James: (acts super silly, waggling his bottom and sticking out his tongue)

Mommy: (mirrors James)

Now we need to use the Power of Read to change the story.  If we change his name to 
The Fixer, he will fix our machines!

James: Ready Super Readers?! (waves hand) *ZZZZAAAAAP!* 

We did it!  We changed the story and now all the machines are fixed!

Together: YAAAAAY!  *high fives*

James: Good job, SuperReaders!


